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Abstract

Loss has played an undeniably significant role in my life, and by extension has become a

unifying theme in my art for the past twenty years. Experienced in the realities of loss, I have

approached this topic from various vantages from the political to the personal. Through this

project, I present a universal outlook.

The pandemic has set the stage for us to observe and participate in the very human

experience of grief and loss--and perhaps more interesting, our ability to grow and learn from it.

How do we as complex individuals and as a collective society find the facilities to cope when

faced with life’s inevitable challenges that so often affect our mental well-being?

Storytelling is at the heart of this project. Phase one examines Instagram  as an interactive,

ever-evolving platform to dive into deeper, more meaningful content.  Phase two explores a

podcast as the medium to maximize the impact of candid conversations, spoken word, and

auditory reflections. The purpose of this undertaking is to understand traumas and triumphs we

as a society have faced and embraced as a result of isolation and loneliness brought on by the

pandemic by highlighting shared experiences through curated collective narratives.

Thus,  SHROUDED, or Kafan, meaning “shroud” in Arabic, is a transmedia series that

explores the universality of loss by integrating organic storytelling with digital technologies to

evoke complex emotions. Incorporating components such as social and digital media, these

mediums tell stories not only of what we have lost, but of what we have found.
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Significance

Americans suffered a great loss on September 11, 2001. Many of us who witnessed it

have vivid memories of where we were at the time. I was expecting my first child, nauseous with

morning sickness, oblivious as I walked into work. The office was in tears, sadness palpable,

co-workers huddled together in supportive, tight knit circles. I fought feelings of fear, loneliness,

and overwhelming guilt. I received two phone calls that afternoon. One was from my father,

reminding me to drink water, and to not run away. The other was from a familiar but terse voice

to pick up my painting from the gallery. It would be by the front door, wrapped in brown paper,

undoubtedly, to cover up the gold Arabic lettering. It was a difficult moment, to lose faith in my

“American-ness,” made all the more burdensome because those letters spelled “Peace.”

Twenty years have passed since that tragic day. The expression of my work has taken

many forms, but I have been consistent in the stories I tell of those that affect me and the

Muslim-American community to which I belong. Such stories were critical for the years that

followed 9-11 because they laid the groundwork necessary for significant social and political

change. Such stories are needed now as they ever were because despite progress, there is still

much work to be done. In his 2014 TEDx Talk Jonathan Gottshall stated that stories are what

bind us together; they are how we connect with one another (Gottshall, 8:03). What better time

to share our stories then now, as a disconnected society reels from the repercussions of

COVID-19?

My American journey will forever be viewed from a pre and post 9-11 perspective.

Similarly, the pandemic has brought with it a cultural shift. We are now “the pandemic peoples,”

living in a post-pandemic America. We mask our smiles, we hoard toilet paper, stand six feet

apart, and stare at screens from home all day; we are the isolated, the lonely, we cry alone, and
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die alone. But, we are also the lot who came out in droves to drive white supremacists from the

White House, we believe (I would like to think) that black lives matter, and we come from all

walks of life, colors and creed. Some amongst us happen to be Muslim-Americans, and for our

purposes, are willing to contribute their personal struggles of heartache and healing to this

collective effort.

I appreciate the educational aspect of this project and foresee a future in which my audio

accounts can be utilized as a tool to bridge cultural gaps and strengthen bonds between

communities. How have other communities of faith, families, or individuals adjusted to COVID

challenges? What compromises did they make, but more importantly, how did they overcome

them? Questions to keep in mind once this body of work is released into the universe.

I see this project, once viewed in its entirety, as a multifaceted series that celebrates

human experiences—at a time in history when we are all allowed to grieve and grow as one.

Figure 1.1 “September 11, 2001”
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Project Fruition

The Children of Iraq Shrouds

In 1997, distressed by the sheer number of Iraqi children who had died due to sanctions

led by the U.S., I was asked by the Muslim Student’s Association to make posters for an

upcoming rally. Instead, I united several groups on-and-off campus to create a series of mini

shrouds with statistics written on them of the young lives lost. I sought the help of a like-minded

professor, who then used his authority to get us the exposure needed. The shrouds were displayed

at the most public space on campus, the quad. The Iraqi children’s shrouds made the front fold of

the local newspaper.

“Children of Iraq Series” Figures 1.2, 1.3, 1.4

Kafan

Twenty-three years later, I revisited the Children of Iraq shrouds, but with the maturity

gained of a daughter who had lost both parents to cancer, had gained perspective from being the

mother of three children of her own, and now more skilled as an artist implementing new

technologies in her craft. My initial research included excerpts from Children of War: Voices of

Iraqi Refugees, Alia’s Mission: Saving the Books of Iraq, and Afghan War Rugs.

My goal was to create a series of shrouds that revolved around the concept of loss. I

hoped to tell the story of human fragility and strength through patterns, symbols, and text. My
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project was an exploration of this world’s only absolute--death, and used the kafan as a means to

express conflicting emotions regarding life’s stark dualities. Project Kafan was built around the

question that if our shrouds could speak, what would they say about the life we lived? How could

I honor the children of a war I had represented years prior with dignity while still acknowledging

how they died? And finally, what would a shroud look like if it belonged to someone I was

emotionally connected to?

By the end of fibers studio, I had created another series of shrouds which operated under

the premise that death has many layers. What manifestation would these forms take? Respective

shrouds used biodegradable materials, were textured, and consisted of three layers--each

communicating its own conflict. Themes I tackled included honoring child victims of war, a

personal, intense look at my father’s skin cancer, and traditional Islamic burial practices.

Figure 1.5 “Cancer Shroud” Figure 1.6 “Children of War” Figure 1.7 “Abu’s Memorial Cloth”

When COVID hit us, I continued to examine this subject matter from a different angle. I asked

myself what a “COVID shroud” would look like in these unprecedented times, when people
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were faced with the burdensome reality of dying alone and grieving in isolation.

SHROUDED

Over the summer, as the world struggled to get acclimated to pandemic life, my project

adapted to an unreliable future. Face masks became a visual symbol of life and death. The

transition of concept from physical shroud to a metaphoric one, i.e., the face mask, made sense

given its relevance. Much like the shroud, the mask has become a powerful universal motif. Face

masks mask our emotions. Smiles used to be universal connectors, but as most of us stand 6 feet

apart to avoid going 6 ft. under, we mourn the absence of social niceties and other effortless

givens we once took for granted.

COVID has exposed many of our fears and has left us to confront loss in different

contexts: loss of security, livelihood, freedoms, daily routines, celebrations, loss of loved ones,

human contact—and loss of facial expressions. This loss may not be as well defined as others.

The pandemic has set the stage for us to observe and participate in the very human experience of

grief and loss --and perhaps more interesting, our ability to grow and learn from it. How do we as

complex individuals and as a collective society find the facilities to cope when faced with life’s

inevitable challenges? This is the question which drives my project.

I envisioned a multisensory approach after listening to visiting artist Maja Petric talk

about her dynamic installation “We Are All Made of Light,” in which she combined the

experience of artificial and natural light with various technologies such as AI, computer vision,

and spatialized sound to connect people with their environment and with one another. What

caught my attention was how she incorporated instruments that I deemed “cold” and “robotic” to

celebrate the senses and engage people’s emotions.
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Capturing Emotion Through Voices

Much of my own work seeks to capture human emotion and vulnerability. Over the years

my art has donned a multitude of mediums. In my 2016 series “Journey to The Good Life,” I

recorded voices of survivors of war and combined black and white illustrations with vibrant

patterns to tell their stories. Knowing little about audio at the time, and possessing subpar

technical skills, I felt that these voices might have been represented in a more compelling way. In

2018, I created a photographic series called “The Protest Purse” which documented how a

diverse community of Muslim women amplified their voices to protest causes that were

meaningful to them--using the purse as a means to convey the message. My 2019 series “Our

Ramadan: Hunger, Heart and Healing,” turned to social media to gather Ramadan reflections

from Muslims across States and celebrated their traditions in the form of digital collage.

In the spring of 2020, for Experimental Media Arts as Future-Making (ADN 592), I had

an opportunity to experiment with narratives in an entirely new way--through a podcast episode.

Figure 1.8 “We’re Coping, DON’T PANIC”

Similar to these past explorations, SHROUDED carries, or rather is carried by a collaborative

element, where authentic storytelling is at the heart. I aim to capture unfiltered, raw emotion

between family members and friends during times of shared sorrows. Phase one of my project
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was spent recording candid conversations on Zoom while experimenting with social media

platforms such as Instagram and digital technologies to enhance these voices. Phase two is about

establishing and exploring the possibilities of a transmedia world, beginning with a podcast.

Research Question

In what ways can traditional and digital platforms be combined to maximize the impact of

transmedia storytelling?

Figure 1.9 “Chart 1”
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“I don’t think craft is so important because you can become as good at your craft as you want to

be. The problem with art is to know what subject to tackle and when and how to insert it into the

cultural dialogue of our civilization”

-Conrad Atkinson
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Influences

Years ago, on the morning of the critique for my final studio project, I was arrested by

campus police. I had vandalized university property by posting my art on campus without

permission. I sat at the campus security station staring at folds of intricately crafted fabric, a

result of weeks of dedication and meticulous effort, now a discarded heap staring back at me

from the dirty floor. Just a few hours previous, my bravado at full stun, friends and I had spent

much of the night, ladder in hand, climbing walls and roofs to adorn the student union’s most

iconic signs with my art. Now, not only was I missing the key concept behind my art, I had no

way to communicate my whereabouts with my professor and peers. It gradually dawned on me

that I had made the biggest mistake of my life. This self-pity session was interrupted by shuffling

near the entrance. My professor, Conrad, who was dean of the art department at the time walked

in with 30 students. He held my critique on campus security grounds.

My schooling did not end there though. I was given three hours to get my work back up

in the student union. Legally. Talk to so and so, he said casually. “Tell her Conrad sent you.” It

was the most frantic three hours of my existence. Operating on zero sleep, I ran around campus

like a chicken with her head cut off looking for the lady who would help salvage my project.

Ultimately, I met the deadline. The work was displayed in some accessible corner of the student

union. Conrad returned with the class, and this time, he brought a larger audience. Our discussion

revolved around gallery spaces vs. public art and the importance of process vs. “product.” We

talked about documenting said process and communicating with people who could help further

our goals. So many lessons were learned which I carry with me to this day. And Conrad always

sought an opportunity to teach.
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Conrad Atkinson

British artist Conrad Atkinson has been my mentor and profound influence for the past 20

plus years. Trained as a painter at the prestigious Royal Academy Arts Schools in the 1960’s,

Conrad’s sculptures, paintings, drawings, installations, and public artworks are explicitly

political, addressing the suffering of everyday people (“Artsy”). Lawrence Rinder, Curator of the

Whitney Museum of American Art, observed “It is the forging together of conceptualism and

activism to art practice that distinguishes Atkinson's work and makes it such an important

contribution to 20th century art history” (Lawrence, “Troubles Archive”). The breadth of this

incredible work which spans four decades thrives on conflict and controversy.

Figure 1.10 “Conrad Atkinson” Figure 1.11 “A Few Bits Like Guernica”

Conrad’s art communicates visually compelling interpretations of 9/11, violence, AIDS,

West Nile virus, immigration, art world politics, control, and manipulation of information, third

world labor, and beauty. “Through his work he transforms his strongly held beliefs into art with

humor and humility” (“WHITEBOX”) --often exposing horrors inflicted by humankind. Perhaps

his better-known work to some audiences (as the official artist for the US campaign to ban
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landmines) is a series of ceramic sculptures based on landmines, which he decorates with gold

and pink glazes, often including reproductions of famous artworks on their cylindrical bodies. He

uses technical skill and a myriad of strategic mediums to comment on the ideological power

structures of our time (“WHITEBOX”).

The greatest influence Conrad has had on my art is not through a particular project, but

rather in the way he taught me to think: Conceptually. It is not the “what” he has produced but

the “how” that has had the most impact. This quote from Conrad is as relevant to my current

work as it was right after graduating from college. He states, “I don’t think craft is so important

because you can become as good at your craft as you want to be. The problem with art is to

know what subject to tackle and when and how to insert it into the cultural dialogue of our

civilization” (Cochran, “Sculpture Magazine”).

For my final graduate research, the subject I address is “loss” in the age of the pandemic,

often using the face mask as a symbolic shroud. This theme is derived from my Kafan project in

which I created a series of shrouds for a fibers class in the spring semester of 2020. These

shrouds were an extension of my “Children of Iraq” series designed in the late 1990’s as a

student auditing classes at the University of Texas at Austin--a project made possible thanks to

the teachings of my generous mentor. Providing this background is not only significant to

understanding the topics I have been committed to over the past twenty years, but also because I

would like to convey the impact Conrad has had in the manner I view and practice art. This

progression, this evolution, has been made possible by the right mentor open to a culture not his

own, and his student opened to a world she’d never imagined for herself.
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Amplifier Art

Like millions of people affected by the pandemic, I turned to social media for comfort, to

regain a sense of normalcy, and to connect with people. Over the summer, as I became more

active on Instagram after a two-year hiatus, I noticed that it had grown exponentially. Obscure

groups I previously followed now had thousands of followers. What was once considered an

arena for the younger generation to share photographs was transitioning to a multigenerational

space for collective mourning and grief sharing. More than ever, Instagram was being utilized as

an influential platform for art activism, making it ripe for community building through authentic

storytelling.

The Amplifier Foundation is a transmedia “experiment” dedicated to supporting the

voices of grassroots movements through art and community engagement. Amplifier uses tactics

of street art, public art, celebrity culture, social media, and journalism to amplify social causes

affecting marginalized peoples (Walkup, “Davis Art”). In 2017 they commissioned artist activists

Shepard Ferry, Ernesto Yerena, and Jessica Sabogal to launch the “We the People” campaign and

partnered with The Women’s March to coordinate visual posters that were shared across the

Figure 1.12 “Fairey, We the People”
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world. Most interesting to me was their recent open call for art in response to COVID 19 in

which artists were enlisted to create empathetic and relatable pieces that normalized and

encouraged safety while addressing social justice issues. This came at a time when face masks

were being questioned and politicized.

I came across Amplifier Art’s Instagram page while conducting research on digital

illustrations I found visually appealing and ones I sought to emulate. I also wanted to observe

what other artists in the field were doing in terms of the pandemic. How were face masks being

incorporated? In what ways were topics such as public safety, rising death tolls, and the

healthcare system being addressed? What topics were being left out of the global and national

conversation?

As Amplifier began posting compelling pieces from their COVID open call, mediums

ranged from digital art to graphic design to paintings. “Several submissions expressed the

precautions we’ve been urged to take by healthcare professionals: Stay at home. Wear a mask.

Practice social distancing. Wash your hands. Others concentrated on the emotional aspects of

isolation, fear and confusion” (Laura, “If It’s Hip, It’s Here”). I was introduced to artists like

Damien Cifelli, an award-winning British painter who created a stunning trilogy of quarantine

inspired portraits titled “Breathe.” Another group that caught my eye was OXDX Designs, a

Figure 1.13 “Cifelli, BREATHE”
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Dine owned fashion label that brings to light indigenous issues and challenges. The most

captivating submission was from Latina artist Brenda Barrios, who used audio narration to

emphasize her mother’s story of cleaning homes during the pandemic.

This was the first time I had seen audio and art paired together to convey an emotional

story on Instagram. Barrios’s piece encouraged me to put more thought into creating a

multimedia experience that might all be interconnected. My ideas have since progressed.

SHROUDED pushes the boundaries of storytelling on Instagram even further by putting audio

from my participants at the forefront and employs illustrations and photographs to amplify their

voices. I experiment with light animation and offer imaginative perspectives that enrich the

storytelling experience. Now more than ever, Instagram is the perfect stage to test out-of-the-box

tactics to engage audiences.

IGTV Podcast: Chaii Lab

With new features popping up in the social media sphere practically every month,

Instagram is no different. Instagram TV (IGTV), created in 2018, is a video platform which

allows creators another space to share accessible content in a different format. “With the growing

popularity of YouTube and the fact that younger people are spending less time watching

traditional television, IGTV is an attempt to make long-form video a vital part of the Instagram

experience” (Karen, “GrowFollowing”). Similar to Instagram, anyone can create a channel. Just

a few months ago, only larger accounts were allowed to post longer videos. As of now, smaller

accounts are permitted up to an hour of video content. If you follow someone on IGTV, you will

also be following their Instagram account. In 2019, Instagram allowed creators to post a

one-minute preview of their IGTV video on their feeds to enhance audience reach. People have
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been testing IGTV in various ways from hosting Q&A sessions to creating tutorial videos. I am

interested in ways this platform is being utilized to host a podcast.

The Chaii Lab podcast was created by four twenty-something Muslim women in April

last year while in quarantine. They aim to create “a virtual space of the feeling of being sat with

friends for hours drinking tea and delving into deep convos about life” (Chaii Lab,

“Anchor.fm”). This podcast seeks to create an experience that transcends background and

nationality barriers that so often keep people from connecting with one another. The women

come from various career paths which range from healthcare to law. “Much like the unique

spices that come together in a perfect chai, our differences and similarities make our fun convos

what they are” (Chaii Lab, “Anchor.fm”). In one Instagram “story,” they explained that a goal

was to attract viewers who are interested in learning about “third culture kids’ lives and

perspectives and the meeting point between worlds.” In an earlier episode, the women of Chaii

Lab discuss the reality of being the same age that their parents were when they migrated to the

west. Over time, they have learned to appreciate the sacrifices their parents have made, and are

able to relate to their elders more so than before. By sharing such experiences with one another

and with their audience, Chaii Lab hopes to promote a more positive outlook on complicated life

perspectives of the modern Muslim woman.

Figures 1.14 and 1.15 “Chaii L ab IG”
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Chaii Lab saw the potential of IGTV early on and have taken advantage of this platform’s

versatility. Their Instagram page follows a consistent layout, where viewers know what to expect

from muted tones and a mix of photographs and digital illustrations--all elements used to attract

viewers to their podcast. Chaii Lab is in its second season, and their podcast is available on

Spotify, Anchor.fm, and Apple Podcasts. Their entire brand comes together in a well-organized

and creatively constructed website.

Figure 1.16 “Chai Lab Website”

Words in Urdu

The summer of 2020 was spent exploring Instagram not only as a means to hone my

craft, but also to indulge my passions. Words in Urdu (WIU) is a page I began following because

of my attachment to the Urdu language. My parents had left Pakistan in the early 1970’s after

they got married, so I grew up in a household that valued Pakistani culture. Only having visited

occasionally and never having called Pakistan home, my mother made sure my siblings and I

learned to read, write, and speak fluent Urdu. I was raised on dramatic stories about the partition,

watched tableaus dedicated to the poetry of Allama Iqbal; I was taught old folk songs and
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ghazals by the greats Mehdi Hasan and Noor Jehan; I was even forced to participate in a

traditional singing competition or two--the appreciation for which came only later in life.

Already primed to appreciate the WIU Instagram page due to nostalgic factors, what

attracted me at first glance was its well-organized curation of content, pleasing aesthetics, and

clean layout. This has been an important factor to consider while building the prototype of my

“SHROUDED” Instagram page. I took elements such as the rainbow gradient layout with

contrasting monotone backgrounds into account as I experimented with illustrations. My whole

layout and content has been carefully considered beforehand in order to achieve aesthetics that

are connected in their rhythm and flow. The WIU grid begins with an Urdu word with its

respective translation, followed by an image featuring a Pakistani cultural artifact, location, or

work of art. Each post has something delightful to offer its growing multigenerational and

multicultural audience of over one hundred thousand. Be it educational or to elicit emotion,

engagement is achieved through variety while maintaining a cohesive style.

The page was founded in 2019 by introducing the word “adaab,” which is a traditional

way to say “hullo.” Like in any language, even the simplest words can be loaded with

connotations. For me, “adaab” is reminiscent of olden day Mughal royalty, where manners and

etiquette were embedded in daily life. Since then, WIU has posted words like “Ghabrahat” and

“Aalmi Waba” meaning “anxiety” and “pandemic,” to signify the times in which we live;

“Tasab” and “nasal parsat” meaning “implicit bias” and “Racist” made an appearance along with

poignant art and poetry to coincide with the Black Lives Matter protests; WIU has aligned with

the “Me-Too” movement to stand up for women’s rights and to support the recent “Aurat

(Women’s) March” rallies in Pakistan and beyond.
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Words in Urdu has created a platform to encourage social change. The curators use

culturally significant moments in our history, past and present, to make a statement and to spark

dialogue while keeping culture and tradition alive through the simplicity of text and image. I

appreciate this unapologetic and authentic approach to creative ventures and endeavor to give my

own project a similar sense of immediacy and import.

My work has come a long way since that fateful senior project, and my professors today

need not worry about bailing me out of jail. I must confess that writing this segment and

reminiscing about the past has left me with a sense of lack of accomplishment--like I have not

done my mentor justice. And what would the twenty-year-old rebellious me sitting at the police

station staring at her art have asked the more subdued forty-year-old me struggling to create new

art? What has your art done to change the world? Does the work you do still matter to anyone?

Who have YOU influenced?

I am not sure I have the answer to these questions. Maybe the twenty-year-old me would

just be happy to see that we are still alive and kicking in this pandemic--as is our art. I do take

solace in a quote from Conrad from a 2015 interview with Northern Visions TV about his 1970’s

“Strikes” exhibition. “You can’t hang on an artist the idea that they can change things, although I

do like the notion of somebody going to one of my exhibitions and coming out and thinking that

ideas are important and change is both desirable and possible” (Atkinson, 15:58).
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Disciplines

Loss has played an undeniably significant role in my life and by extension, a unifying

theme in my art for the past twenty or so years. Experienced in the realities of loss, I have

gauged this topic from various standpoints from the political to the personal. When I was twenty

years old, I worked in a Bosnian refugee camp and created art with rape survivors, some as

young as eight. These children suffered loss of innocence, inarguably the cruelest of traumas.

When my mother was diagnosed with breast cancer and lost her breast to the mastectomy, I

performed daily cleanses to her charred wound. After my hysterectomy last year, I had a deeper

understanding of what that scarred, hollow shell which once defined our femininity and

womanhood must have felt like. In my series “Journey to The Good Life,” I spent several years

documenting refugee struggles, attempting to fathom what it means to lose your sense of

belonging.

Figure 1.17 “Bosnia”       Figure 1.18 “Mom” Figure 1.19 “Scars”     Figure 1.20 “Journey”

My research identifies how the current global crisis has affected our daily lives and

places emphasis on the arena of mental health, taking a keen interest in Expressive Arts Therapy,

a discipline that uses art, dance, writing as a tool for healing. I evaluate mechanisms the Art
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Therapy Institute and Duke Nasher Museum have used to acclimate their clients to online

settings. This is unchartered territory for us all. While death tolls, depression and anxieties rise,

information remains unreliable in comparison to pre-pandemic times. I look to various reputable

health organizations such as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the

Mayo Clinic for factual support. I am particularly interested in examining the role social media

has played as an accessible space for shared mass grieving. Platforms like Instagram have helped

people address their needs of human interaction and coping with the pandemic. Thus, my

explorations in the discipline of new media studies traverse the ever-evolving nature of social

media in its attempts to explicate my own contributions to it.

According to the CDC, grief is a normal response to loss during trying times. COVID has

laid bare many of our fears, exposing us to mental unwellness that manifests itself in different

ways. Grief can happen in response to “drastic changes” to daily routines that on the most part

bring us comfort and a feeling of stability. Cyclical and often mundane day to day tasks like

going to work, school, and general activities are all part of the type of normalcy children and

adults alike rely on--when taken away, have adverse effects. Common grief reactions include

“shock, disbelief or anxiety, distress, anger, periods of sadness, loss of sleep and loss of appetite”

(“CDC”). Some people have experienced multiple traumas since the early months of the

pandemic which can have long lasting psychological repercussions. “Because of the COVID-19

pandemic, you might be unable to be with a loved one when they die, or unable to mourn

someone’s death in-person with friends and family. Other types of loss include unemployment,

or not making enough money, loss or reduction in support services, and other changes in your

lifestyle. These losses can happen at the same time, which can complicate or prolong grief and
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delay a person’s ability to adapt, heal, and recover” (“CDC”). But then how are we as a society

surviving?

The Mayo Clinic finds that grief can also lead to positive changes like heightened

empathy and understanding. “You might have an increased appreciation for your relationships

and have a desire to help others who are experiencing similar losses” (“Mayo Clinic”). The

“Helper Therapy Principle,” first described by Frank Riessman in 1965, indicates that assisting

others with similar issues more severe in form is as beneficial to the helper (if not more) as it is

to the one being helped (“American Psychology Association”). For example, “in Spain, group

exercise classes are being conducted for quarantined residents on their balconies. While in the

UK, a retired caterer is delivering food parcels to the elderly” (Nazish, “Forbes''). Canadians

started the “caremongering” trend inspired by Becky Vass after she created blank cards for

strangers to fill and send to those in isolation.

Inspired by this initiative, Safwaan Siddiqi, a sophomore at Athens Drive High

coordinated an effort with the Health Sciences Academy and the Health Occupations Students of

America, encouraging students to create simple art illustrations with notes of encouragement

dedicated to healthcare professionals. These cards were delivered to REX Hospital over the

summer to a pleasantly surprised, albeit overworked staff. “A lot of students who participated

weren’t even artists, but it felt good to do something productive for a change, even if we weren’t

able to get together in person to make them,” Siddiqi explained. “Doctors, nurses and staff are

playing their part. I think we did too in some small way.” For many, the arts serve as a distraction

from grief brought on by loss of social interaction. Be it a conscious coping effort or not, creative
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pursuits present an escape from the mundane loneliness of pandemic life. When done under the

guidance of professionals, the arts serve as an effective device for healing and growth.

Art Therapy

The practice of visual expression as a therapeutic tool has existed for centuries, but the

field of art therapy is a relatively new one. The word “art therapy” was coined in the 1940’s by

British artist Adrian Hill, who used the term while recuperating from tuberculosis. He discovered

that there were great healthful benefits to painting and drawing (“Good Therapy”). This hybrid

discipline has made strides since. According to the American Art Therapy Association (AATA),

art therapy is a mental health profession that utilizes the creative process of art making to

enhance the physical, mental and emotional well-being of individuals.

Art Therapists are master level clinicians who hold higher degrees in counseling, social

work, various art backgrounds, and/or art therapy. Their practice is based upon the belief that

“the creative process involved in artistic self-expression helps people to resolve conflicts and

problems, develop interpersonal skills, manage behavior, reduce stress, increase self-esteem,

self-awareness and achieve insight” (“AATA Colorado”). Creative arts therapy integrates the

fields of human development, visual art (drawing, painting, sculpture, and other art forms like

dance and music), and the creative process with models of counseling and psychotherapy. Art

therapy is used with “children, adolescents, adults, older adults, groups, and families” to assess

and treat anxiety, depression, and a multitude of disorders from medical illnesses to addictions

(“Good Therapy”).

I had the opportunity to intern with the Art Therapy Institute (ATI) in Carrboro last year.

Hillary Rubesin, Executive Director and cofounder of ATI, received her PhD and MA in
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Expressive Therapies and Mental Health Counseling from Lesley University, and is trained in

numerous expressive therapies fields, including art, music, dance, drama, and creative writing.

Hillary believes that all art forms hold great potential for healing on both individual and

community levels. “The arts are inherently active,” she explains. “When you paint, write, or

dance, you are moving in some way—which is all integral to healing work” (Kaylan,

“Humanities”). Along with offering clinical therapy to individuals and within groups, ATI has its

hand in various community-based arts projects, workshops, and art shows. They provide

expressive therapies sessions to newly arrived refugees and immigrants in local schools and

community-based settings--using art as an aid to decrease anti-newcomer sentiment. One of this

organization’s goals is to make the expressive arts accessible to as many people as possible.

Unfortunately, when news of the pandemic spread, ATI and its clients suffered a

devastating blow. Like many organizations, they were thrust into pandemonium and possible

closure. Their whole system was based upon face-to-face interaction. Therapists and clients alike

struggled to wrap their minds around the idea of creating art “together” in an online setting.  We

were able to come up with a potential resource list including Tag Tool, a collaborative iPad and

projection sketch software; iScribble, a community driven sketch site that allows people to

sketch and paint online and playback the progress in real time; and other free software tools such

as drawpile and sketchboard. The fact remained that given various technological skill levels and

taking into account lack of familiarity and mental capacities, none of these proved to be realistic

options at the time.

Over the past year, ATI has experimented with a combination of tools and platforms that

offer an alternative to in-person creative interactions. This has no doubt been a learning process,

but therapists are figuring the situation out as information becomes available and as client
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comfort levels rise. For example, their Teen Arts and Peer Support (TAPS) group which provides

a safe space for teens coping with depression, anxiety, and stress, now meet via Telemental

Health. This includes live video-audio conferencing typically on a smartphone, tablet, or

computer where participants are encouraged to explore different modes of self-expression. These

one-hour group sessions are kept small with a disclaimer on the TAPS invitation page reflecting

growing privacy concerns: “Due to the evolving ethical considerations using virtual platforms,

we request group members have accessible & reliable technology in addition to a private and

secure space to participate in the groups. This will help maintain confidentiality of all group

members” (“ATI Website”).

Today ATI is back on track and hosting a series of Zoom workshops like “Using Creative

Arts in Trauma Therapy,” and “Using Creative Mindfulness With Children,” with the hope that

things will eventually get back to the way they were. In the meantime, they encourage

participants to interact with one another, ask questions and make comments. Suggested art

supplies are ones that are easily accessible, a logical approach given that people would rather not

venture out these days due to safety concerns. Like the rest of the world, ATI has become more

active on social media, posting art, activities, and helpful resources for their growing and

engaged audience.

Duke Nasher Sketching From Home

Not all organizations were able to adjust to pandemic life like ATI. Duke Nasher

Museum’s successful “Reflections” program created for Alzheimer’s patients, family and

caregivers, made the difficult decision to shut down their events early on. This was due to the

nature of their interactive programming along with health concerns for older participants.

Reflections tours included “guided discussions through the galleries, as well as live musical
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performances or hands-on art experiences” (“Nasher Museum of Art”). Because of the

multisensory nature of the tours, switching to an online platform did not make sense. However,

the “Guided Sketching in the Nasher,” a series led by professional artists at the museum found

success in experimentation.

Renamed “Nasher Sketching from Home,” this event uses Instagram Live as a platform

to host art lessons in which viewers follow along in the privacy and comfort of their own space.

The first two sessions seemed painfully awkward, as artist William Paul Thomas attempted to

keep a live audience engaged with his art while also speaking to a camera meant for a non-live

audience. But I have observed that there is appreciation for those willing to put themselves out

there for others, and there is something very human about being met with kindness and patience

at a time of disconnect. Perhaps this is one of the changes COVID is bringing to this platform,

and through these moments we are able to relate to one another the most. It is the kind of

interaction I can only hope to achieve.

I have been invited by Nasher to lead a session that is to take place in the summer of

2021. I was told to be prepared for a variety of skill levels to accommodate families--which is

unusual for this program, but makes sense given that people are using their free time to indulge

in new hobbies as a way to cope with loss of regular activities. This time of crisis has shown us

the importance of collective expression through art, as well as the growing need and reliance on

social media. I will use the Nasher Sketching at Home experience as a steppingstone to advance

my research in post pandemic new media studies and look at the role Instagram continues to play

in helping people deal with loss and grief.
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New Media Studies

New media is any media “from newspaper articles and blogs to music and podcasts--that

are delivered digitally” (Cote, “SNHU”). Any internet-related form of communication can be

considered new media. Thus, new media studies is the “academic discipline which examines

how our relationship with media has changed with the onset of global connectivity and the

popularity of digital and user generated content” (Manovich, Lev. “The Practice of Everyday

(Media) Life”). According to Manovich, “software has become our interface to the world, to

others, to our memory and our imagination--a universal language through which the world

speaks, and a universal language on which the world runs” (Manovich, 2). These words ring true,

now more than ever, and exude a sense of urgency as our lives have shifted instantaneously to

online.

With the shutting down of entertainment establishments and enforcement of social

distancing, Facebook and Instagram have become safe spaces to interact and distract ourselves

without any risk of catching the virus. According to a survey conducted by GlobalWebIndex,

“July 2020 saw a rise of 10.5% in social media usage, compared with July 2019...Some 46% of

women and 41% of men said they've spent more time on social media during the pandemic,

making it the second-most popular digital activity” (Snyder, “Business.com”). The research firm

eMarketer estimates that adult social media users will log eighty-two minutes per day on such

sites in 2020, up by seven minutes from 2019” (“Marketing Charts”). There has also been a rise

in consumer creativity and a dramatic spike in “watch parties.”

According to NAMI, people are tuning in to Instagram in the masses as a way to feel less

isolated, to be inspired by others, and to maintain a sense of normalcy that is good for their

mental health. What was once a place for millennials and Gen Z’s to post perfectly filtered
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photographs and makeup tutorials that contributed to low self-esteem, feeding into facades and

unattainable expectations--is now becoming an outlet for us to break down and rebuild.

The Artidote

Since the pandemic, there has been a rapid increase in followers of motivational accounts

on Instagram like “The Artidote” which pairs messages of hope and healing with art. Founder

Jova Ferreyra describes his page as a space to story-tell, empathize, bond and heal through art.

 Over one million followers are tuning in daily to watch engaging videos that promote “the art of

self-kindness, acceptance and compassionate accountability with like-minded individuals”

(Ferreyra, “The Artidote”), allowing people to feel connected to community once again.

Historical Digital Archives

“In a world of fast-paced, endless news cycles, historical Instagram accounts are forging digital

spaces where more expansive histories can be acknowledged and honored.”

--Nicole Froio

Figure 1.21 “Race Women”

Race_Women began in 2016, “and is making these forgotten histories more accessible by

posting archival photos and materials of pioneering Black women” (Froio, “Zora”). The “1947

Partition Archive” is a non-profit organization that preserves and shares eyewitness accounts of
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the 1947 partition of India and Pakistan. Both Race Women and the Partition Archive saw a rise

in followers after the pandemic. Brazillian journalist Nicole Froio contends that this trend of

historical Instagram accounts challenges “the prevailing pace of immediacy social media

expects” (Froio, “Zora”). Where my project is not a historical archive, I find this notion of

slowing down on social media appealing.

The COVID Art Museum

Now at one hundred and forty-four thousand followers, “The COVID Art Museum” is the

first online art gallery dedicated to the current crisis. Instagram has provided a non-judgmental

and safe space for a new multigenerational audience to share experiences with and support others

who are mourning similar losses. In isolation, we are figuring out ways to feel connected to our

communities once again and get help from each other through this platform in ways we may not

have done before. Loneliness has made room for reflection. And with reflection comes growth.
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Theories

My project is about building a home to house precious memories. Unlike a mausoleum,

this structure aims to keep narratives of friends and family alive. I selected Instagram as a space

for digital archiving because of its communal features and accessibility. This safe space, both

physical and metaphoric, serves as an escape for the isolated seeking refuge from the pandemic,

and for those searching for comfort in commonality. Senses are integral to the understanding of

this abode. Incorporating multimedia elements such as audio, visual, and the tangible, these

components will offer my guests multiple interactive perspectives that evoke emotion. For my

first concept, I will discuss Juhani Pallasmaa’s theory of employment of the senses in creating

authentic human experiences. The structure of my project is fashioned upon the ideal that all are

welcome to participate, interpret, contribute, and share. I will take from Umberto Eco’s “open

work theory” and apply it to my exploration of art on social media as an ever-evolving tool for

social engagement. Storytelling is at the heart of this home; honest and true stories told by loved

ones about the ones they love. My final analysis will examine Jonathan Gottshcall’s unified

theory of storytelling, which reveals how our stories bind us together. This is of particular

relevance during post-pandemic times of increasing physical, social and emotional disconnect.

Pallasmaa’s theory of the role of multiple senses as they relate to individual and collective user

experiences, Eco’s theory of art as “open work” encouraging participatory and interpretive

freedom, and Gottschall’s theory of unified storytelling as a means to understand who we are and

how we connect as human beings--will act as foundational support upon which my project is

built.

In his book, The Eyes of the Skin - Architecture and the Senses, Finnish architect Juhani

Pallasmaa contends that in order to truly experience a physical space, one must engage all
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senses. Pallasmaa’s writings span genres and touch upon aesthetics, phenomenology and the

relationship between the human condition, art and place. In an interview conducted in 2018 with

Ambiances magazine, Pallasmaa discussed societal impacts on the creation and experience of

spaces in architecture, and of politics and aesthetics concerning the “built world.” His idea of

physical space, buildings, and structures relate to the metaphysical, conceptual, and existential.

According to Pallasmaa, architecture “articulates and expresses the human condition, aspires to

find meaning in existence, to mediate between ourselves and the world, and to elevate or dignify

our lives” (Amundsen, “Ambiances”). Pallasmaa describes the “ambiance” or atmosphere of a

room as a non-material feeling with which one is intrinsically in tune.

Through this lens, can digital and virtual spaces hold similar attributes? Or is this

discussion solely reserved for traditional structures? Pallasmaa is critical of the “blind” belief in

digital technologies and the possibilities of generating architecture digitally or algorithmically.

“Where could the meaning come into such a technical process, as meanings are only humanly

generated, felt, lived and communicated?” (Amundsen, “Ambiances”). But what would

Pallasmaa say about digital historical archival spaces (on Instagram) like Race Women and The

1947 Partition Archive that are created for the purpose of honoring forgotten histories through

human interaction and engagement? And about my project, which builds a space that aims to

embed and extract emotion and memories?

I am not interested in comparing physical and digital spaces, though I do believe this

discussion is relevant to post pandemic life. My main interest lies in exploring how I can apply

Pallasmaa’s theories to my multimedia digital archive. I am intrigued by the idea of multisensory

engagement as it pertains to experiencing the digital realm, connecting it to our physical world,

and then creating unified human connections that encompass both.
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For Pallasmaa true experience of space is not simply a series of “retinal images” that are

reduced to “visual units.” They involve encounters, confrontations, and memories (Bommu,

“Battle Hall Highlights”). The Eyes of the Skin is divided into two essays. The first addresses the

historical development of the “ocular-centric” standard that shaped modern western culture. It

began with Greek civilization: this mode continues to influence and filter how we view the world

today. The second section analyzes the function and presence of our other senses and considers

how we might build more personal and integrated spaces by reintroducing them. Sight dominates

the senses and we rely on it to understand our surroundings. Pallasmaa believes that by

diminishing the importance of auditory, smell, and touch, we have placed a barrier between

ourselves and the authentic experience. “We behold, touch, listen and measure the world with our

entire bodily existence, and the experiential world becomes and is articulated around the centre

of the body” (Bommu, “Battle Hall Highlights”). For instance, before the pandemic we were able

to visit each other and experience each other’s homes with all our senses. Today, as we mourn

the loss of touch, all we have is the auditory and visual. We have made do by turning to social

media and other online platforms for comfort and to regain some semblance of normalcy.

While there is no replacing the feeling of entering a bookstore and inhaling the

intoxicating scent of books, running into a friend at the mall and engulfing her in a warm

embrace, or standing in a long line as an excited collective to buy tickets to the state fair--we

might use sound, sight, moving images, and AR technology to evoke emotion in a digital space.

The human voice telling a meaningful story can be a powerful tool to trigger memories. Bearing

in mind Pallasmaa’s theory of employing the senses in creating an authentic experience, my

project provides photographs with audio, written reflections, animation, and AR filters to

enhance engagement. I would also like to include a material aspect to this project like hand
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embroidered facemasks or ones that verge on the performative. By creating physical, textured,

material artifacts, I am reintroducing the tactile, as a reminder of life outside the digital

realm--where spaces are meant to be experienced as a unified whole.

A purpose (amongst others) of my art is to create engagement and audience participation,

be it in a gallery or digital setting. I was intrigued by Umberto Eco’s theory of “open work,” the

“openness” corresponding to interpretive freedom of the audience. Opera aperta, or The Open

Work, is a series of essays published in 1962 by Italian novelist, semiotician, and cultural critic

Umberto Eco. His theories on modern aesthetics remain as relevant today as they were fifty plus

years ago when introduced in reference to text and are widely applied to discussions surrounding

contemporary art and new media studies. Eco’s “open work” refers to a text or artwork in

dynamic “movement” or process without a fixed ending or meaning. According to Eco’s theory

of “open work,” the art is never closed or finished, thus, its nature is in constant flux. It does not

hide itself from further investigation, for it is an ongoing process in which everyone is allowed to

participate (Raj, “The Context”).

For music, this might mean participatory culture in remixing movements. For art, this

notion may deal with art making as well as the audience experience. According to Eco, the

artist’s role is to begin a work, but it is up to the viewer or participant to complete it. Eco is not

as concerned with aesthetic failures and success, but rather the ambiguity that motivates it. The

“completed work,” which exists from the interpretation of the observer, still belongs to the artist

in a sense, but must also belong to the viewer. “Every work of art, even though it is produced by

following an explicit or implicit poetics of necessity, is effectively open to a virtually unlimited

range of possible readings” (Eco, 21). In terms of my project, the theory of “open work” extends

that an engaged social media audience arrives with their own interpretations, would then
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contribute to the content and meaning of the art. These interactions would further be enhanced if

an element of crowdsourced reflections were introduced, along with a wearable component, or

AR filter.

I had the unique opportunity to understand Eco’s theory firsthand after Instagram

approved and released my face filter on their app this week (11-10-2020). After sharing it with

classmates, friends and family, “Butterfly Brings Mask” took on a life of its own. With each

participant came a new face, a different emotion, and a feeling of rebirth. I also began to sense

audience entitlement and ownership. Reposting and sharing contributed to the spreadability of

the piece, and distanced me, the artist, further from my initial intent. With art being forever open

and hence, forever changing, the participatory nature of Instagram art makes it an ever-evolving

tool for social engagement and community building.

The archive I am creating has several components that aim to engage the senses and

encourage interaction. At the heart of it all is unfiltered storytelling. I cannot think of anything

more worthwhile than relaying narratives of family members, documenting their voices,

memories, and lived experiences in a manner which passers-by might relate. Why is this

particular aspect so critical? And why should others care? Jonathan Gottshall believes that stories

have the potential to bind communities together, and depending upon the perspective, hold the

power to break them apart. It is one of the most powerful shaping forces of human life. In

polarizing times, creatives often find themselves at the center of forging the narrative. In The

Storytelling Animal, Gottschall presents us with the first unified theory of storytelling. He

discusses how various fields like the sciences and humanities are using new tools and a wide

range of techniques to provide insight into who we are today, who we were in past lives, and

what motivates us to act the way we do. Gottschall takes from the fields of neuroscience,
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psychology, and evolutionary biology to enhance our understanding of human behavior to

explain why we are intrinsically drawn to stories.

Whether we realize it or not, stories play a critical role in our existence. They saturate our

lives through dreams, fantasies, religious myths, commercials, movies, books--they drive our

imagination’s eye. Gottschall discusses the problem of academic boundaries and what makes his

theory so novel. “In universities, we chop story to pieces and spread it across departments.

Psychologists get dreams. Musicologists get songs. Literary scholars get novels. Anthropologists

and folklorists get traditional tales. And so on. This keeps us from seeing stories--from opera

librettos to nightmares--as aspects of a unified mental process involving the construction of

imaginative scenarios'' (Konnikova, “Scientific American”). He further explains that this

segmented approach denies us true insight into how the story infiltrates every aspect of how we

live and think.

A central concept examined in The Storytelling Animal is the “simulation theory of

storytelling,” which is the idea that “through their simulation of life and its dilemmas, stories

afford us the chance to practice, through our own simulation, our problem solving and life skills”

(Bortolussi, “ResearchGate”). Gottschall turns to neuropsychology for support. For example, an

fMRI study was conducted which revealed that a particular part of the brain was triggered when

subjects viewed an actor taste a “disgusting solution,” noting his reaction of “grimacing,” and did

so themselves when it was their turn to taste the solution. He mentions similar evidence found by

researchers who identify that the same area of the brain is activated when we respond to others’

emotions as when we experience them ourselves. “Presumably then, when we empathize with

characters’ plights, we are learning and growing as human beings” (Bortolussi, “ResearchGate”).

This is part of what I wish to accomplish in my work. By telling stories that convey conflicted,
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honest emotion, I hope to offer a safe space for people to reflect and empathize with those who

have suffered or dealt with similar losses. The idea of forming meaningful connections at a time

of social distancing and isolation brings great hope. And where there’s hope, there’s healing.

The Moth Podcast

One of the most memorable stories I heard in recent years was told by a random woman I

came across while browsing through YouTube. “I was 45 and he was 29,” she began, and was

met with loud applause from a live audience. Her story was about love--an impossible love. As

her segment came to an end, I cannot imagine a soul that was unaffected by her performance.

Despite her nervousness, the emotional display Aryana Rose gave that night was unforgettable

because it was honest and heartfelt. “A Love Not Meant For Me,” was my first introduction to

The Moth (Rose, 0:12).

Figure 1.22 “The Moth”

What began as an attempt to revive the art of storytelling in author George Dawes

Green’s apartment, has now become an international phenomenon. The Moth presents over five

hundred shows a year in cities from around the globe. In addition to live shows, The Moth hosts

a weekly podcast and Peabody Award-winning radio show. In 2013, it published its first story

collection.
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In her book The Power of Meaning: Crafting a Life That Matters, Emily Esfahani Smith

includes an interview with The Moth’s artistic director, Catherine Burns. They discuss the impact

of storytelling, but also the art of selecting which stories to tell and trusting the storyteller’s

growth process. Burns looks for accounts that “have conflict and resolution—stories that show

how the storyteller developed into the person she is today—and look for tales of change” (“The

Moth”). Burns has found that the most powerful voices are rooted in vulnerability, but are not too

“emotionally raw.” The stories should come, as she put it, “from scars and not wounds,” and

“should have settled in the storyteller’s mind so that he or she can reflect back on the experience

and pull out its meaning” (“The Moth”).

I learned several lessons while gathering stories from friends and family over the

summer. For one, not every conversation went in the direction I would have liked (at the time.)

For example, when discussing my niece’s “COVID Wedding,” my sister spent far too long

talking about details of the guest list. I learned to steer our conversations to get to the “heart” of

the conflict by asking the right questions. Why was it so important that three hundred of your

friends come, when Aamna clearly didn’t want that...does this have something to do with your

own wedding? I found that “interesting” storytelling does not just happen instantaneously. Once

the camera was on, my participants became stiff and uncomfortable.

To remedy this, I began calling them spontaneously, and asked them to hop on zoom

immediately if they could. I did not give time for preparation beforehand. I had to be flexible,

and trust that our conversations would naturally take us somewhere. Flexibility and lack of

expectation on my part was key. It was only then that friends and family let go of the feeling that

they would somehow disappoint me by not saying “the right thing.”  In retrospect, even the

segments of conversations I once thought to discard carry deep meaning today.
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Storytelling as a Tool for Healing

So, why are initiatives like The Moth so effective? According to Dr, Lissa Rankin of

Psychology Today, “Every time you tell your story and someone else who cares bears witness to

it, you turn off the body’s stress responses, flipping off toxic stress hormones like cortisol and

epinephrine and flipping on relaxation responses that release healing hormones like oxytocin,

dopamine, nitric oxide, and endorphins. Not only does this turn on the body’s innate self-repair

mechanisms and function as preventative medicine—or treatment if you’re sick, it also relaxes

your nervous system and helps heal your mind of depression, anxiety, fear, anger, and feelings of

disconnection” (Rankin, “Psychology Today”).

Rankin further explains that in order to truly benefit from the healing powers of

storytelling, one must be open to vulnerability--as Aryana Rose was in her powerful performance

for The Moth. In her TedX talk entitled “The Power of Vulnerability,” Brené Brown teaches that

by allowing yourself to be vulnerable about your imperfections leads to intimacy in forming

relationships. Those who attempt to sugar coat their stories lose precious opportunities to connect

with other human beings and miss out on what is truly important in life (Brown, 20:03).

I was interested in learning more about storytelling as a tool for healing, so over winter

break, I recorded a conversation with Hillary Rubesin, founder, and Director of Art Therapy

Institute. We discussed the impact of storytelling in today's pandemic world. Our session

reinforced my project's intent and purpose. These quotes in particular stood out:

“Controlling your own narrative in the time of COVID when so many things are out of

your control can be incredibly healing.”
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“It’s community. We’re creating community at a time where we don’t have that

face-to-face comfort and support. Just seeing, hearing, experiencing someone’s audio or visual

story that resonates with us--there's a vulnerability in that which connects us in powerful ways.”

And what better time to share our stories then now, as our society still reels from the

repercussions of COVID-19? Who better to convey them, than the Pandemic Peoples who have

lived to tell about it?
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Transmedia Storytelling

In this new world of transmedia, we are faced with a richness of possibilities. Transmedia

is defined as a merging of media forms. For this project, I unite the narrative with the digital,

playing to the strength of those forms. Here, diverse multiple platforms are an integral part of the

narrative because of their interactive nature. Many may not be familiar with this relatively new

term coined in the early 1990’s.

Marsha Kinder first used “transmedia” to explain iconic recognizable characters such as

the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and Spiderman, but the concept of transmedia storytelling has

been embedded in our cultural histories long before. Religious texts like the Qur’an and Bible

might be considered successful historical transmedia narratives as their stories have taken

numerous forms over centuries and have been retold in new ways--from religious icons to movie

and theatre adaptations. In Convergence Culture, Henry Jenkins explains that a “transmedia story

unfolds across multiple media platforms, with each new text making a distinctive and valuable

contribution to the whole. In the ideal form of transmedia storytelling, each medium does what it

does best—so that a story might be introduced in a film, expanded through television, novels,

and comics; its world might be explored through game play or experienced as an amusement

park attraction. Each franchise entry needs to be self-contained so you don't need to have seen

the film to enjoy the game, and vice versa” (Jenkins, 96).

In 2013, Donald Glover, as Childish Gambino, produced the transmedia world “Because

The Internet,” and explained in an interview with TimWestwoodTV that as a creator in our

modern society, “it’s just kinda silly to make just albums. You gotta make worlds and lives”

(Gambino, 0:43). Season seven of the Dissect Podcast dives deep into the analysis of this

intricately crafted world composed of nineteen songs, separated into five acts. Songs within each
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act have a designated scene number, which makes sense given Gambino’s background as a

screenwriter. These songs were designed to accompany the screenplay also named Because the

Internet. Gambino pushes the boundaries of transmedia storytelling by creating (in parallel to the

album and screenplay) a physical installation which incorporates a series of musical

performances. Glover’s tour integrated graphic backdrops and an app where audiences could

interact with the stage during the tour (“Dissect Podcast”). Gambino makes use of “all the tools

in his toolbox,” the purpose of which is to enhance experiential dimensions of the universe he

has fashioned.

According to new media psychologist Dr. Pam Rutledge, “Such transmedial narratives

break down the fourth wall by building a coherent multi-arc, multimedia, multi-sensory,

multi-dimensional story that is accessible and compelling through multiple points of entry. It is

360-degree storytelling” (Rutledge, “Media Psychology”) --the mechanics of which work

because of the emotional connection generated by the characters, individuals, or storyline. My

project places emphasis on these connections and uses visual and auditory narratives combined

with digital technologies to enable cross-platform interaction.
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Phase 1: Tools and Techniques

Figure 1.23 “Chart 2”
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Instagram tools and Software

I chose Instagram as a platform to explore because it is a safe online space which allows

multiple technologies for viewers to interact with. My prototype integrates zoom conversations

with technologies such as photoshop, After Effects, and Spark AR so that audio voices are

enhanced by photographs, illustrations, some light animation, and an AR filter-- potentially

contributing to greater audience engagement.

Figure 1.24 “Instagram Tools”
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Logo and Branding

A logo’s primary job is to visually identify a brand. Bright and limited color pallets have

visual impact on laptop and phone screens. I found that the image on the left lost its detail when

minimized to fit the cover photo. Symbols on the right represent the letter “Kaaf” in Arabic for

either “Kafan” or “Kulsum,” and can be identified as part of my brand.

Figure 1.25 “SHROUDED Logo”
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Instagram Page Details

The SHROUDED Instagram handle is “shrouded_kulsum_tasnif.” This handle is how to

find the page. The “story” section has a life of 24 hours after which it is archived and can be

arranged in organized sections within the circles below the description. For example, all my AR

filters might belong in one circle, and information about an installation in another. So basically,

these circles identify all components of the project I would like my audience to interact with.

Figure 1.26 “IG Details 1”
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My users can expect a consistent layout. Audio stories with episode titles pictured in the

center of the grid are the visual focal point. Photographs of participants along with captions

appear on the left. On the right is an illustration or animation related to the story. The three

horizontal squares work in unison to create one audio-visual episode, but each square tells a story

of its own. Up to ten images are allowed as indicated by the number of dots. So, if called for,

there might be multiple photographs or images for the visitor to explore, along with a caption for

additional background. This works well for digital archiving.

Figure 1.27 “IG Details 2”
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As mentioned in the IGTV section of this paper, there are limitations to audio storytelling

on Instagram. We are only allowed a one-minute preview, after which we are given an option to

listen to up to an hour on a separate site called Instagram TV (IGTV). For the visitor, it is just a

click of a button. For the creator, the uploading process is somewhat inconvenient. IGTV is fairly

new, created only 3 years ago, and not everyone has caught on. On the right is an example of

Chaii Lab, a podcast discussed earlier.

Figure 1.28 “IG Deatils 3”
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User Interaction

Figure 1.29 “IG User Interaction”

I have laid out a simple frame of what a user interaction might look like:

1. User comes across an illustration on her feed and clicks on the page name.

2. Once in SHROUDED, she browses through content and then individual

components of interest.

3. She swipes through multiple photos within one story, which are enhanced by

captions.

4. She is motivated to delve deeper, so clicks on the episode title, and listens to the

preview. Being a fan of podcasts, she clicks on the link in bio and is taken to the

SHROUDED podcast.
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PHASE 2: Podcast Tools and Techniques

Potentially a creator could host an entire podcast with a supporting page all within one

space if this is where their target audience lies. Instagram is unpredictable and in constant flux.

Despite its versatility, for now at least, audio stories are not why people are here. Phase 2 of this

project explores a platform where people are primed to listen, and focuses on creating a podcast.

Figure 1.30 “Chart 3”
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Buzzsprout and Anchor.fm

I experimented with creating an episode through Buzzsprout for an Experimental Media

Arts class last spring. For this project, I compare Buzzsprout with Anchor.fm by creating two

profiles in each respective site.

Figure 1.31 “Buzzsprout Logo” Figure 1.32 “Anchor.fm Logo”
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Buzzsprout

I chose to work with Buzzsprout again because it was ranked the number one podcasting

hosting company by Podcast Insights as of February of 2021.

Below is how an episode would appear on the dashboard: episode title, cover art, length,

description, and forward and backward skip controls. I can schedule the publish date beforehand,

and create a visual sound bite--which is attractive given that visuals are an integral part of some

stories. Direct links to social media pages are provided and Buzzsprout automatically submits

your episodes to top podcast directories, which ensures that the podcast is available on all

devices and apps. There isn’t much more, other than it is a paid site designed to make it easy for

beginners and more seasoned podcasters alike. The next site Anchor.fm, however, has several

more components of interest to me.

Figure 1.33 “Buzzsprout Dashboard”
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Anchor.fm

Anchor.fm is a free podcasting platform; it was funded in 2015 and purchased by Spotify

in 2019. According to Matthew Boudreau of The Podcast Host, “It is set up to be a “one-stop

shop for podcasting where you can do all your recording, editing, and hosting, either via the free

phone app, or online at Anchor.fm.”

Figure 1.34 “Anchor.fm”
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I created an episode through my phone app. Other than main conversations which were

recorded on zoom a few months ago, all elements were put together through this platform, and

then edited in After Effects. On the far left, is a complete episode in segments that Anchor.fm

combines for you when ready to download. The middle two panels show features like a record

button, which I used to create my introduction and ending audio--and interludes that add

background music. The far-right panel shows what three episodes would look like on the

phone app.

Figure 1.35 “Anchor.fm App”
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I will only have access to the public site once episodes are published, but below is what

the dashboard looks like with three episode drafts. If I wanted to add background music, I would

go to “edit audio” and then to transitions. Like the phone app, I would be given a list of sounds to

choose from. The note symbol appears once music is added.

Figure 1.36 “Anchor.fm Dashboard”
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Without a doubt, most compelling in terms of audience engagement is a messaging

feature on Anchor.fm where listeners can record their own voice--thus contributing to the

“openness” of the piece. As previously explained in the “Theories” section of the paper, Italian

Semiotician Umberto Eco defines “open work” as an artwork in dynamic movement or process

without a fixed ending or meaning. According to Eco’s theory of “open work,” the art is never

closed or finished for it is an ongoing process in which everyone is allowed to participate. The

theory would extend for example, that an engaged audience, with their own varied histories

would contribute to the content and meaning of the piece itself--even more so, with interactive

features such as these. With art being forever open and hence, forever changing, it becomes an

ever-evolving tool for social engagement. This feature adds an element of intimacy to the

project, one that would encourage people to share their own stories, and connect in these

disconnected times.

Figure 1.37 “Anchor.fm Message Feature”
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Podcast Descriptions

SHROUDED has ten episodes. Each episode consists of four segments: podcast

introduction, episode introduction, conversation, and closing. The following descriptions are

what listeners will hear at the beginning and ending of every episode along with background

music and transition sounds:

Introduction:

“Hey everyone, my name is Kulsum Tasnif. Welcome to SHROUDED, an audio series about the

universality of loss, where we, the pandemic peoples, share complex narratives of grief and

growth, trials and triumphs, heartache, and healing. Our stories speak of who we are--but, who

are we? Listen to reflections, spoken word, and candid conversations in which we celebrate our

frailties, flaws, and fears, and by doing so, perhaps discover a little something about

ourselves--and what it means to be human.”

Closing:

“Thank you so much for taking time to listen to our stories. Please visit the SHROUDED

Instagram page and experience these voices through my art. Let’s connect there and create a

community of kindness and compassion. May you always be surrounded by beauty. May

tranquility find a home in you.”
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Episode Introductions

For proof of concept, I have completed three of ten episodes:

Birth Story

“Tuesday, November 3rd, 2020. It is the day of the election of our lifetime and anxieties are high.

We’re all looking for ways to distract ourselves. My sister-in-law is holding her newborn baby as

we speak on Zoom. She’s been through quite the journey over the past few months: A tough

pregnancy which involved working full time as a defense attorney, managing the busy lives of a

ten and fifteen year old, relocating to Dallas where my brother had already moved months

prior...and because of that, doing most of this alone--all amidst the uncertainty of COVID. I

asked this super mama to choose a photograph taken during this period that holds meaning, and

share something about it.”

I Gotta Make It Work

“In this episode, I speak to my brother Yasar, who is a clinical pharmacist specializing in

transplant, a seeker of knowledge, and an all-around lovely human. I asked him to describe a

photograph of his two boys: the newborn laying on his chest, and the fifteen-year-old, leaning

against his shoulder. As Yasar reflects upon being a father of three children, we share an honest

moment about mistakes, do-overs, and overcoming that parental guilt so many of us carry.”

I Hear Her Voice

“I Hear Her Voice” is about reflection and vulnerability. It is about stripping away pretenses,

and getting to the heart of my art. This was a difficult piece to write, and speaking these words

out loud for the first time felt like I had exposed a deep, long neglected wound. I suppose some

scars never heal, but...what are our bodies without texture?
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Complete Episode Covers

Figure 1.38 “Birth Story” Figure 1.39 “Gotta Make It Work”     Figure 1.40 “I Hear Her Voice”
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Phase 3: Installation

Figure 1.41 “Chart 4”
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Finnish architect Juhani Pallasmaa believes that in order to truly experience a space, one

must employ all senses, physical being of utmost importance. Before the pandemic we were able

to visit one another and experience each other’s spaces with all our senses. Today, we mourn the

loss of touch. I have been offered an opportunity by Visual Art Exchange to create an

installation. I cannot promise the tactile, but this installation will be a reminder of life outside the

digital realm, where spaces are meant to be experienced as a unified whole.

Figure 1.42 “Installation”
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Phase 4: Lyrical Essays

Figure 1.43 “Chart 5”
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I would like to publish a series of lyrical essays so that these stories can be told through

yet another medium and from another perspective. Using the New York Times long-form

storytelling piece, “Snowfall” as precedent, these essays will combine prose, audio, illustrations

and photographs to tell a story. “TIME” is an essay by Maryam Abbasi about dealing with the

loss of a loved one, and finding peace in the most unexpected of ways.

Figure 1.44 “Lyrical Essays”
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Phase 5: Website

Figure 1.45 “Chart 6”
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The hope is that eventually these six phases, once complete, will find a home on my website.

Figure 1.46 “Website”
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Conclusion

With Instagram and Podcast prototypes complete, I would like to revisit my original

question: in what ways can traditional and digital platforms be combined to maximize the impact

of transmedia storytelling?

I found that through the use of software such as Photoshop, After Effects, and Spark AR I

was able to visually narrate the stories and enable cross-platform interaction with the auditory

components of the project. Combining traditional storytelling practices with platforms like

Zoom, IGTV, Buzzsprout and Anchor.fm allowed for the amplification of personal narrative in

virtual communities. Together, all of these platforms enabled me to reach a wider audience.

Finally, the use of transmedia capabilities diversified the construction of visual narrative and

digital storytelling techniques by engaging multiple senses, thus enriching its impact.

SHROUDED is built upon the foundation of interactive, collaborative, transmedia

storytelling while memorializing memories that speak of who we are. I see this project, once

viewed in its entirety, as a multifaceted series that celebrates human experiences—at a time in

history when we are all allowed to grieve and grow as one.
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Future Work

Looking to the future, I would like to continue working with Art Therapy Institute as a

researcher. The popularity of AR face filters increased after the pandemic and engagement grows

as technology has become accessible. “Butterfly Brings Mask” was published in November of

2020 and people have been engaging with it since. When Hillary and I spoke over winter break,

we were both intrigued by the potential AR face filters hold to explore meaningful imagery that

can contribute to mental health mood journaling. I am humbled by the prospect of honoring my

mother in bringing to light mental health plights through my art.

Figure 1.47 “Butterfly Brings Mask AR” Figure 1.48 “Future Research”
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Appendix 1

Art Therapy Institute Internship

Background

Ever since I can remember, I’ve been interested in art as a tool for healing. I was first

introduced to Art Therapy more than 20 years ago when I was a college student volunteering at a

convalescent home in Northern California. Art Therapy was a fairly new field at the time, and

there weren’t many opportunities to intern. I wanted to gain experience that could pair my

sociology minor with an art major, so I created a position for myself. The staff was overworked

and took full advantage of extra help offered by an eager college student. My job was to create

art with patients who had dementia. Working under the supervision of aides allowed me to

explore different dimensions of art as a means of communication.

The early 1990’s were turbulent times. My political activism had just begun. The Balkan

Wars were waging in a land far, far away. I was waging a one-woman war on campus on behalf

of the Bosnians. I had collected a sizable amount of funds, clothing, and medical supplies to be

delivered to Islamic Relief, an organization with direct links to Bosnian victims of war and with

headquarters in Zagreb, Croatia. Still, this didn’t satisfy my need to act. I yearned to make a

difference, and was frustrated by the apathy of those around me. I found it unfathomable that

women’s bodies were being used as a tool for war.

One day, I came across an image. It was of a young woman, probably younger than

myself, who wore an expression. I was taken aback by her unfiltered emotion. It spoke volumes.

The world has abandoned me, she seemed to be saying. I made a decision at that moment, one

that would affect the direction my life took for the next few decades. I would go to Bosnia to

help these women and children to show them that they had not been forgotten.
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In the summer of 1993, I packed my bags and flew to Zagreb, Croatia to be a

humanitarian aid worker in Bosnian refugee camps. Borders to Bosnia were closed as fighting

escalated. I didn’t speak the language, so I spent the first few days at the Spansko camp feeling

like an outsider. I learned quickly that art is a magnet to a room of neglected children, many of

whom were orphans. Working with children came naturally to me. My teenage years were spent

helping my mom run a daycare center in our home. I convinced myself at first that this

experience was not much different. We were provided weekly supplies by humanitarian aid

groups which included art materials. I was one of a handful of volunteers trying to bring order to

a chaotic camp of kids. Some moments things seemed like they were under control, others not so

much. Every day was a reminder that I was surrounded by children who were traumatized by the

harsh realities of war: homelessness, neglect, death, physical and sexual abuse. Eventually, I was

hit with the realization that I was emotionally and professionally ill equipped to handle my

surroundings.

I flew home, shell shocked, and spent decades wondering one thing: how I could have

used my art to do better?

Finding Art Therapy Institute (ATI)

While filling out the application to intern at Art Therapy Institute (ATI), I wrote about

past experiences working in Bosnian refugee camps, art projects I had done with cancer patients,

and my involvement with refugee communities over the past 20 years. ATI served a large

population of Burmese refugees in Carrboro, and also worked in schools with multicultural

populations. Given my interests, I could both benefit from and contribute to this organization.

Unfortunately, they were not seeking students outside of schools of Social Work and Counseling.
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I hoped that my previous work and life experiences showed that I was qualified to intern under

the guidance of professionals.

Before applying to the Masters of Art and Design (MAD) program at NCSU, I had

considered graduate studies in Social Work. A Masters in Fine Arts was ruled out because I

wanted to do something different. I was searching for a field that was still within my sphere of

interest and capabilities, yet, provided a challenge. After much deliberation, I concluded that I

could never be happy in a world in which creating art was not the focus. I wanted to be

surrounded by people who felt the same. Feeling confident in my decision to study digital art

after my first year in the MAD program, I still left the door open to explore relevant fields I

could see myself pursuing after graduation. Creative Arts Therapy was one of them.

While researching options, I came across information about a REAT (Registered

Expressive Art Therapist) certification. With this certification, I would be able to use my art

skills to work under therapists, under the supervision of physicians in hospital settings, and in

schools. There were several paths I could take to achieve this goal. For example, the

International Expressive Arts Therapy Association (IEAT) states that “Category C” requires a

master’s degree in Fine Arts (music, visual arts, dance, drama, etc.) as well as completion of

training from one or several professional Expressive Arts Therapy Institutes. The IEAT website

provides additional guidelines to attain professional registration:

“Applicants under this category must have completed a practicum (internship) of at least

500 hours of supervised clinical work and 50 hours of individual supervisory sessions, or 100

hours of group supervisory sessions or a combination of the two from the identified Expressive

Arts Training Institute.”
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After further research, I found that Art Therapy Institute in Carrboro offered an internship

that facilitated hours and clinical experience for the REAT certification. After submitting my

application, I heard back from the director of ATI the next day. She was already familiar with my

painting series “Journey to The Good Life” (which documented the refugee experience) through

one of the galleries that had exhibited my art. We set up a time for the interview.

Initial Impressions

My connection with Hillary Rubesin, Executive Director and cofounder of ATI, was

immediate. Hillary received her PhD and MA in Expressive Therapies and Mental Health

Counseling from Lesley University, and was trained in numerous expressive therapies fields,

including art, music, dance, drama, and creative writing. “All art forms hold great potential for

healing on both individual and community levels,” she said, as we comfortably settled into

conversation about this organization, she was so passionate about. Along with offering clinical

therapy both to individuals and within groups, ATI had its hand in various community-based arts

projects, workshops and art shows. They also provided expressive therapies sessions to newly

arrived refugees and immigrants in local schools and community-based settings. One of their

goals was to make the expressive arts accessible to as many people as possible.

Hillary and I touched upon many topics just in our initial meeting, from de-stigmatizing

mental illness in South Asian communities to how ATI was using art as a tool to decrease

anti-newcomer sentiment. We talked about past traumas, healing, and post-traumatic growth;

about how the arts are inherently active; that when you paint, write, or dance, you are moving in

some way—which is all integral to healing work. It was an inspiring discussion, and I left the

interview with the realization that things eventually fall into place.
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Group Supervision

As a clinical intern at ATI, my responsibilities were to work under the guidance of art

therapists for the duration of a school year in my area of interest. I, along with 4 interns from the

UNC Chapel Hill graduate School of Social Work met with our supervisors, Briget and Hillary,

for weekly “supervision.” The purpose of group meetings was to discuss our progress, concerns,

and learn from each other’s experiences.

On Thursdays, I would rush from class to car and drive 40 minutes to the Carr Mill Mall

in Carrboro, which is where group supervision was conducted. ATI has a small space within this

unique mall that houses 25 local and family-owned businesses. Depending upon which side you

enter from, you pass by shops like “Love and Peace Boutique,” “Mulberry Silks and Fine

Fabrics,” and “The Fragrance Shop.” ATI has a small room on the 2nd floor adorned with art

work from clients and community members, with warmth exuding from every corner. My first

thought upon entering the space was “organized mess.” Cabinets and cubbies were cluttered with

old art and crafts supplies, papers, dolls and other artifacts used for therapy sessions.

Every supervision began with creating art, and then sharing the meaning behind it. We

would use a different medium each session, like paper and glue for collage art, or pastel crayons

for shading. While we created, no one would speak out of reverence for the process. Sharing was

optional, but the comfortable atmosphere encouraged it. It takes a certain type of personality to

be a social worker and therapist. These women were good at what they did. They were here

because their inherent nature directed them to this path: the path of helping others. I had never

met a group of women so in awe of art, the process, and what drove us to create. They were

supportive, kind, and thoughtful individuals who genuinely cared about the world.
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My 20’s were spent recovering from encounters of war, and then upholding the

responsibilities of marriage, in laws, and getting out of college debt. Being around my MAD

peers was fun and light, with many laughs. In contrast, being around the women of ATI was like

group therapy. Even though my intern peers were younger than me, life experiences made them

seem much more mature. Or, perhaps they were more open and comfortable talking about

difficult subject matter because of the career they had chosen. Whatever the case, my experience

working with this group of women was rewarding on an emotional level.

Excerpts from Hillary Rubesin’s Interview with “Humanities For The Public Good” (2019)

1. “Art-making (in all forms) allows us to externalize internal thoughts and emotions, then

re-work them into something healthier, and then re-integrate them in a new way;

2. Art-making is something that we can do alone or in community;

3. Trauma—which many of us experience in our lifetime in some way—lives in visual

imagery in our brain and also within our bodies, so processing trauma verbally (alone)

doesn’t often work. The arts allow us to process trauma in the same way that it is stored;

4. The expressive arts are universal, and used in most, if not all cultures. This allows us to

communicate with one another and engage in healing across cultures and continents,

when words are not necessarily possible (or needed);

5. As mentioned before, the arts help de-stigmatize mental health issues, and they are

appropriate for numerous settings, including public spaces…They often make it easier for

people to approach the idea of healing and mental health;

6. The expressive arts are very strengths-based and choice-based! They help us choose

whether we want to get messy and let loose, or be in more control of a situation;
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7. The arts are tangible. You can see and hold a piece of art, or hear a piece of music, or

watch a dance. This art form can become a transitional object, or a tangible reminder of

healing and growth;

8. Art-making can evoke pride and joy. It allows us to surprise ourselves when we get stuck,

see new possibilities, and problem-solve, alone, and/or in community-based settings

9. And in healing and post-traumatic growth, taking action is important (again, to feel like

we are not stuck)” (Kylan, “HPG”).

Clinical Experience

The groups I was interested in working with were high schoolers. Fridays were dedicated

to clinical rounds in Chapel Hill High School with “Exceptional Children,” and the Durham

Performance Learning Center (DPLC) with “Newcomers.”

Exceptional Children at Chapel Hill High

I had previous experience conducting private art classes with high school aged students,

but I had never before dealt with children with special needs. I worked under the supervision of

Art Therapist Mallory. She had been conducting art sessions with these kids since they were in

middle school, who were now in their late teens. It was a class of eight to nine students, with 1

teacher and 2 assistants. One male assistant was solely responsible for one of the boys who had

violent tendencies.

My first day, we went over guidelines and expectations. Privacy was important, so no

photographs or posting anything specific on social media was permitted. I learned that this group

was “high functioning,” that some would be uneasy around me at first because my presence

strayed from their weekly routine, and that for many of them, creating art was the highlight of
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their day. This was evident at student reactions every time Mallory entered the room. Sessions

began the same way in order to provide the structure they needed:

1. Go over a rule chart we created together at the beginning of the semester.

2. Introductions and “emotions.” Students pointed to images that represented how they were

feeling that day. Most of them chose “happy,” but often, we would have a “sad,”

“frustrated,” or “tired.” In that case, they would be encouraged to share their feelings. For

non-verbal students, a teacher would help with communication, or they would use a

device. An important role Mallory played was to help these kids communicate through

art.

3. Each week we would have a different theme. For example, during Halloween,

Thanksgiving or Christmas, our sessions revolved around those specific topics. Students

would be given tasks like distributing art supplies. Then they would create art with the

medium provided. One of the students was incredibly talented and could create perfect

renditions of landscapes from memory. Another scribbled until the paper would have

holes. Some needed help holding art supplies. Mallory showed respect and encouraged

every student to create, even when some resisted.

4. Once done, they would share their creations. For some of the higher functioning students,

art was a way to express themselves. For example, one student drew the entrance to

Walmart because he was going to work that day and could not contain his excitement.

5. Cleanup was next. And then finally, each student took turns to say goodbye by passing

around a toy frog. In the beginning, some of the students did not want me there, but got

used to me after a few weeks as predicted.
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Key points I learned from this experience working with Exceptional Students and

Mallory is that structure and routine is crucial to their comfort level, and the goal is to encourage

communication. It’s hard not to be impressed with this group of kids once you get to know them.

The highlight for me was observing different skill levels and marveling over how much each

student was able to concentrate during the creation process.

Newcomers at the DPLC

The DPLC offers educational services to high school students who are not succeeding in

a traditional high school setting. They also offer services to refugee students before they enter

high school. “Newcomers” are students who have recently arrived in the US. DPLC is a

transitional space where kids come and go. Leaving means they are moving on into “the real

world.” But as I learned over the span of a few months, these young people are far more aware of

“the real world” than many of the adults teaching them.

The students I encountered were mainly from Honduras, El Salvador, and Mexico, but

there were also a few students from the Congo, Yemen, and Eritrea. Their curriculum included

all subjects taught in high school, but the main goal was to teach them English and get

acclimated with the culture. Unfortunately, I did not speak Spanish, which would have helped in

the communication process. Sam, the Art Therapist supervising me knew enough to get by. More

often than not, we turned to Google Translate to figure out the right words to use. We worked

together to provide the kids with art sessions in a comfortable, safe, and nonjudgmental

environment. The classes were divided in 2 sessions.

You never know what to expect with high schoolers. The therapist needs to strike a

balance between authority figure and friend. Sam was comfortable in this role. Being in her late

20’s allowed her to connect with students in a way I was not able. There was quite a bit of
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profanity and sexual innuendo used in class (which I expected,) but the boys made an effort to

censor themselves around me. I was told that Hispanic cultures respect the head covering (hijab)

as it connects to Catholic religious symbolism. Both groups had 6 to 7 students per session. In

Group 1, the boys were generally disinterested in creating art and Sam had to work hard to get

them to engage. The girls were always ready. Group 2 had more advanced skill levels and were

excited to have something creative to occupy their time. This was in part due to their

socio-economic background prior to their arrival in the US.

Similar to the Exceptional Children group, art sessions began with selecting emotions

from an “emotions chart.” Neither group cared much for this part. We would then proceed to

create. Projects varied from collage art to painting. The most engaged I saw the students was

when we incorporated technology into projects: one lasted several sessions, in which a photo was

taken of each group, and then projected onto the wall. They then traced outlines of themselves

and later filled in patterns and color. Students seemed to work much better in groups and

encouraged one another through the process. Insecurities and frustrations were also evident as

sessions progressed. My role was to step in with technical aspects when needed. Sam reiterated

that imperfections were ok. There was always a question they were expected to answer. This

allowed us insight into their background.

In a short time, I began to understand each individual through their interactions with each

other, with us, and with their art. There was a lot to unpack. These kids came to the US under

difficult circumstances; they escaped violence, poverty, and other harrowing scenarios in search

of safety and security. One 16-year-old, Besie, had a baby and arrived here alone. When asked to

create something about her past, she refused and said she only wanted to look to the future. In

such cases, I would distract the class while Sam consulted with her. One of the boys, Kevin, was
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jolly, lively, and often disruptive in class. In one of our sessions, he was withdrawn and distant.

Sam confided that this was because a boy he was close to left the program to join high school.

That day, Kevin shared pictures of his little sister with us. He told us that she was in a detention

center somewhere in the US. Those moments served as reality checks.

Conclusion

I did my best to nurture the Newcomers in ways I knew how. They were impressed that I

could draw and jokingly challenged my sketching skills by making requests. The boys would

crowd around and sometimes timed how fast I could accomplish their drawing challenge. Once

these kids let their guard down, and understood I could be trusted, they showed kindness in their

own way. They called me “Miss” and greeted me with smiles. Art bridged cultural, generational

and language barriers that stood between us, just like it had during my time at the Spansko

Camp. I often think about those Bosnian children and where they might be today. Did they make

it to safety? I’d like to think they did.

How could I have used my art to do better?

Like Besie, I think the answer is to stop revisiting my past. Interning with ATI was an

important step to finding closure, whatever that means. The skills I have learned through this

experience working with Art Therapists and high school students are valuable and are ones I will

take with me if I were to pursue teaching. Working in an environment that encouraged healing

clearly influenced the work I did in Fibers studio. Creating the cancer shroud was therapeutic and

I can see this as a possible future project to help others overcome their grief, particularly today,

where people are grappling with the reality of losing loved ones to COVID. My research topic as

an intern at ATI was “Incorporating Digital Technology in Creative Arts Therapy.” This would

be a topic worth continuing with as I move forward.
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Appendix 2

Example of Lyrical Essay (Phase 5)

March 16th, 2020.  That was when I got the email that our office would be closed for a few days
and we all were going to be working remotely. Days turned into weeks, weeks into months, and
here we are coming up on a year of “The Pandemic Life.” Many people complain about Covid
losses.  And that’s true; we have lost a lot of our lives during these months of caution and
isolation.

I have gained one thing though.

T. I. M. E.
So much TIME.

Unlike many in this world, I have not used this period to finish Netflix.

Netflix is finite, many have discovered this fact recently.

I have spent my hours organizing. Making space. Purging. Cleansing. Dusting. Clearing.
Keeping only things that spark joy. Marie Kondo-ing.

When I got a warning from Google that I had reached my storage limit, asking if I wanted to buy
more storage for the low price of $5.99 per month, I said:

NO!
I have all this

T.

I.

M.

E.

I started deleting emails.  Fifteen years’ worth of emails.

Nordstrom – why did I buy all this stuff?

Would you like to increase your size and stamina?
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YIKES
Orange County Science and Engineering Fair 2010 --- Oh my darling babies who are now
grownups, remember science fair?

Such a lovely walk through

T. I. M. E.

And then, I came across emails from fouziatasnif_40@yahoo.com.

Dearest, dearest Daddy.  Will I ever know how many emails from you I accidentally permanently
erased en masse because of that Marie Kondo?

I stopped in my tracks. And I began to read:

fouzia tasnif <fouziatasnif_40@yahoo.com>
Tue, Nov 29,

2005, 5:56 PM

to Maryam

Maryam and Raffat bete ,
Allhamdolillah I feel much better,energetic and active at work place and home.I am doing all the
prescribed routines and medication.Why not? Thanks to Allah my children are taking care of me
and Mom.
We are having great time with Yasser Sofi and little Yaseen.
Here is the address of Mom's house.
5107 PAR COVE, AUSTIN, TX 78741.
Every thing is just fine.....Our love to Raffat,Amna and little Halima
Love
ABUJAN

And

fouzia tasnif <fouziatasnif_40@yahoo.com>

Thu, Feb 2,
2006, 6:21 PM
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to maryam

MY most dearest Maryam bete,
We are enjoying our stay in Kulsum's lovely house..its big and kozy.Sawan is my best friend..he
is all the time with me..mashallah a very cute boy..Iman is also getting smarter evey day..turning
into a lovely girl..The baby 'Saeed' IS ALSO VERY CUTE mashallah.
I am doing fine my skin getting better and better every day.Mom doesnt miss any treatment.I am
taking my medication promptly...watching also my diet
Now tell me how things are going with you? my pretty one !!
How is our Raffat? Amna and little Halima??
Give them my lots of duwaIN AND LOVE.
lOVE ABU JAN

AND

The cheff at work
Inbox

fouzia tasnif <fouziatasnif_40@yahoo.com>
Sat, Jun 2,

2007, 12:09
PM

to kulsum, sofi, Maryam

ASSALAM ALLAICUM CHILDREN
LOOK THE CHEFF AT WORK IN MOM'S GRADUATION PARTY!!!!
LOVE YOU ALL
MOM AND ABUJAN
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It was a journey back in

T.

I.

M.

E.

I was with Daddy.  Reliving moments with him again. Feeling his warmth wrapping me up in an
envelope of nostalgic bliss. It was wonderful.  But so painful, more painful than I can describe.
In gaining these delightful remembrances, I also reconnected with the painfully sharp shards of
his loss.

Feeling his presence invoked his absence.

All I had wanted to do was to not pay Google and make some space.

Instead, there I sat, staring into space.

Still.

Tears in my eyes. Clutching my hands to my chest in an effort to assuage the physical assault of
pain that confronted me.

Idiot Google, you really are an unpleasant and rotten thing.

Idiot Covid, you really are an unpleasant and rotten thing.

I miss my parents more than I can express. Both gone from this world. I miss them so much, that
sometimes, I try not to think about them.

But his emails. Preserved by Google. Rediscovered in Covid--I will keep them. Because despite
the tears and despite the pain, they reminded me of a love that I had. A love I still have preserved
in words, and crazy fonts, and the awful spelling of someone from an age where you did not have
to know how to type. They reminded me that I was once--and forever will be-- the daughter of
one who loved unconditionally. The kind of love that transcends through space and...time.
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